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Folklore [3 volumes]
Step into the mysterious world of haunted
plantations, where you'll meet the restless spirits of
soldiers, slaves, and owners who roam the antiquated
halls. Presenting majestic homes from seven southern
states, this remarkable guide contains dramatic
history and true stories from the days before and
during the Civil War. Join paranormal expert Richard
Southall on an awe-inspiring journey through each
plantation, exploring grand houses and their ghastly
ghouls. Haunted Plantations of the South presents
fascinating research, in-depth interviews with ghost
hunters, and unforgettable encounters full of
paranormal activity and evidence. Discover the
phantom casket of the Sweetwater Plantation, the
Man in Black who haunts Bellamy Mansion, and many
more compelling ghost stories along the way.

The Haunted
Ghosts at the Civil War island prison at Fort Delaware
State Park.

A Haunted History of Louisiana
Plantations
“A fascinating and frightening book” (Los Angeles
Times)—the bestselling true story about a house
possessed by evil spirits, haunted by psychic
phenomena almost too terrible to describe. In
December 1975, the Lutz family moved into their new
home on suburban Long Island. George and Kathleen
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Lutz knew that, one year earlier, Ronald DeFeo had
murdered his parents, brothers, and sisters in the
house, but the property—complete with boathouse
and swimming pool—and the price had been too good
to pass up. Twenty-eight days later, the entire Lutz
family fled in terror. This is the spellbinding, shocking
true story that gripped the nation about an American
dream that turned into a nightmare beyond
imagining—“this book will scare the hell out of you”
(Kansas City Star).

Building Character with True Stories
from Nature
What kind of evil lives at the Union Screaming House?
In this true and terrifying firsthand account, Steven
LaChance reveals how he and his three children were
driven from their Union, Missouri, home by demonic
attackers. LaChance chronicles how the house's
relentless supernatural predators infest those around
them. He consults paranormal investigators, psychics,
and priests, but the demonic attacks—screams,
growls, putrid odors, invisible shoves, bites, and other
physical violations—only grow worse. The entities
clearly demonstrate their wrath and power: killing
family pets, sexually assaulting individuals, even
causing two people to be institutionalized. The
demons' next target is the current homeowner, Helen.
When the entities take possession and urge Helen
toward murder and madness, LaChance must engage
in a hair-raising battle for her soul. Selected as one of
the Best Books of 2008 by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
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The Secret of Laurel Oaks
Bewarethis book is cursed! These strange but true
stories of the world’s most infamous items will appeal
to true believers as well as history buffs, horror fans,
and anyone who loves a good spine-tingling tale.
They’re lurking in museums, graveyards, and private
homes. Their often tragic and always bizarre stories
have inspired countless horror movies, reality TV
shows, novels, and campfire tales. They’re cursed
objects, and all they need to unleash a wave of
misfortune is . . . you. Many of these unfortunate
items have intersected with some of the most notable
events and people in history, leaving death and
destruction in their wake. But never before have the
true stories of these eerie oddities been compiled into
a fascinating and chilling volume. Inside, readers will
learn about: • Annabelle the Doll, a Raggedy Ann doll
that featured in the horror franchise The Conjuring •
The Unlucky Mummy, which is rumored to have sunk
the Titanic and kick-started World War I • The Dybbuk
box, which was sold on eBay and spawned the horror
film The Possession • The Conjured Chest, which has
been blamed for fifteen deaths within a single family
• The Ring of Silvianus, a Roman artifact believed to
have inspired J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit • And many
more!

Tales from the Haunted South
A collection of ghost stories from across the United
States and Canada includes spine-tingling tales of
many different spectres, from battlefield apparitions
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to the haunting of the White House in Washington,
D.C. Reprint.

The Sallie House Haunting
The Civil War left behind unforgettable stories of
brave soldiers, heartbroken families, violent
battlesand a paranormal legacy that continues to
fascinate and scare us more than 150 years after the
war ended. Paranormal investigator Rich Newman
presents over 160 different locations with reported
supernatural activity related to the Civil War. Explore
major battlefields, smaller skirmishs, forts,
cemeteries, homes, and historic buildings teeming
with ghosts. Discover the rich history of these Civil
War locations and why so many souls linger long after
death. Featuring terrifying, heartbreaking, and
captivating ghost stories, this book helps you uncover
the supernatural secrets of America's deadliest war.

So, There I Was
Listed as America's most-haunted home, this
antebellum plantation spills forth tales of hauntings
on a regular basis. Stories of things moving of their
own volition, phantom footsteps and conversations,
shadows and full-body apparitions, all lay claim to this
220-year-old mansion. With new photos, history, and
ghost stories from the tenacious guests who stay
there today, this 2nd edition will allow you to once
again peek through the Myrtles' upside-down
keyholes and learn her secrets. Welcome backto the
Myrtles Plantation!
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Ghosts of the Grand Canyon
A family move in to a house where strange
phenomenon start to happen. The christian symbols
fail to expel the evil. Only one thing can save them: a
religious image given to a girl, the firstborn of the
family, by an indian. However, beyond the evil that
pursued her, the girl will have to face the religious
prejudgement of your family that refuse to use the
image to save them. Who will be harder to be faced?
The supernatural or the prejudgement?

The Uninvited
Shocking true stories of those who walk among us . . .
Just who has visited us in the past? Who might be
coming next? And who walks among us today? Real
Aliens, Space Beings, and Creatures from Other
Worlds investigates the theories, the mysteries, and
the facts surrounding alien involvement in the lives of
Earthlings. Packed with thought-provoking stories and
shocking revelations of more than 300 otherworldly
incidents, including aliens living among us, spacecraft
landings, interstellar cooperation, alien encounters,
government conspiracies, hybrid children, mutilations,
missing time experiences, secret alien facilities, and
the influence of extraterrestrials on human events
throughout history. Each astonishing report is detailed
with thorough research of the historical record, news
articles, and disquieting testimonials.

America's Most Haunted Hotels
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Travel beyond Bourbon Street into the macabre
history of one of the most haunted cities in the United
States with the author of Wicked New Orleans as your
guide. New Orleans—the Big Easy, the birthplace of
jazz, home of Cafe du Monde and what some call the
most haunted city in America. Beneath the indulgence
and revelry of the Crescent City lies a long history of
the dark and mysterious. From the famous “Queen of
Voodoo,” Marie Laveau, who is said to haunt the site
of her grave, to the wicked LaLauries, whose true
natures were hidden behind elegance and the
trappings of high society, New Orleans is filled with
spirits of all kinds. Some of the ghosts in these stories
have sordid and scandalous histories, while others are
friendly specters who simply can’t leave their beloved
city behind. Join supernatural historian Troy Taylor as
he takes readers beyond the French Quarter and
shows a side of New Orleans never seen. Includes
photos!

The Ghosts on 87th Lane
In Native American tradition, a warrior gained honor
and glory by "counting coup" -- touching his enemy in
battle and living to tell the tale. This is a modern story
of COUNTING COUP In this extraordinary work of
journalism, Larry Colton journeys into the world of
Montana's Crow Indians and follows the struggles of a
talented, moody, charismatic young woman named
Sharon LaForge, a gifted basketball player and a
descendant of one of George Armstrong Custer's
Indian scouts. But "Counting Coup" is far more than
just a sports story or a portrait of youth. It is a
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sobering exposé of a part of our society long since cut
out of the American dream. Along the banks of the
Little Big Horn, Indians and whites live in age-old
conflict and young Indians grow up without role
models or dreams. Here Sharon carries the hopes and
frustrations of her people on her shoulders as she
battles her opponents on and off the court. Colton
delves into Sharon's life and shows us the realities of
the reservation, the shattered families, the bitter
tribal politics, and a people's struggle against a belief
that all their children -- even the most intelligent and
talented -- are destined for heartbreak. Against this
backdrop stands Sharon, a fiery, undaunted
competitor with the skill to dominate a high school
game and earn a college scholarship. Yet getting to
college seems beyond Sharon's vision, obscured by
the daily challenge of getting through the season -physically and ps

Ghostly Encounters
Encountering ghosts who would communicate with
her during a family visit to a Louisiana plantation
home, Lila learns the story of a mid-nineteenthcentury slave girl who was wrongfully accused of
three poisoning deaths. 25,000 first printing.

Mad Madame LaLaurie
Dickey, piqued by a house hunt in Los Angeles that
revealed derelict foreclosures and "zombie houses,"
embarks on a journey across the continental United
States to decode and unpack the American history
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repressed in our most famous haunted places. With
boundless curiosity, Dickey conjures the dead by
focusing on questions of the living -- how do we deal
with stories about ghosts, and how do we inhabit and
move through spaces that have been deemed
haunted? Paying attention not only to the true facts
behind a ghost story, but also to the ways in which
changes are made to those facts and why, Dickey
paints a version of American history left out of the
textbooks, one of things left undone and crimes left
unsolved.

Haunting Experiences
Phantom footsteps pace the stairs at the Myrtles
Plantation. A seductive spirit tugs on the sheets at the
Copper Queen. Ghost children whisper and giggle at
the Kehoe House. Journey into the mysterious world of
haunted hotels, where uninvited guests roam the
halls, supernatural sounds ring throughout the rooms,
and chills run along the spines of those who dare to
check in for the night. Join Jamie Davis Whitmer,
author of Haunted Asylums, Prisons, and Sanatoriums,
as she explores some of the most haunted hotels
across the United States. From the Jerome Grand
Hotel in Arizona to the Palmer House in Minnesota,
each hotel is discussed in great detail, covering
everything from the building’s history and legends to
first-hand accounts of spooky sounds and smells,
ghost sightings, EVP sessions, and more. You’ll also
find photos, travel information, and everything else
you need to plan your own visit to these iconic hotels.
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Civil War Ghosts at Fort Delaware
Ghosts have been the entertaining subject of many
works of fiction, but they're even more intriguing (and
perhaps even scarier) when they are the focus of reallife hauntings in our own backyard. An employee of
the St. James Hotel in New Mexico watches in shock
as a fair-haired toddler with a terribly disfigured face
disappears into the floor. This is just one of the
paranormal mysteries Leslie Rule shares with us--a
result of extensive interviews and research
uncovering the reasons behind ghost sightings across
the country. Coast to Coast Ghosts features dozens of
spine-tingling, real-life ghost stories and
approximately fifty black-and-white photographs
taken by Rule, including some believed to have
captured actual apparitions. Only the reader can
decide. . . .

Haunted New Orleans
The truth behind the legend of New Orleans’ infamous
slave owner, madwoman, and murderess, portrayed
in the anthology series, American Horror Story. On
April 10, 1834, firefighters smashed through a
padlocked attic door in the burning Royal Street
mansion of Creole society couple Delphine and Louis
Lalaurie. In the billowing smoke and flames they
made an appalling discovery: the remains of Madame
Lalaurie’s chained, starved, and mutilated slaves. This
house of horrors in the French Quarter spawned a
legend that has endured for more than one-hundredand-fifty years. But what actually happened in the
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Lalaurie home? Rumors about her atrocities spread as
fast as the fire. But verifiable facts were scarce.
Lalaurie wouldn’t answer questions. She disappeared,
leaving behind one of the French Quarter’s ghastliest
crime scenes, and what is considered to be one of
America’s most haunted houses. In Mad Madame
Lalaurie, Victoria Cosner Love and Lorelei Shannon
“shed light on what is fact and what is purely fiction in
a tale that’s still told nightly on the streets of New
Orleans” (Deep South Magazine).

Real Aliens, Space Beings, and Creatures
from Other Worlds
"Originally published: New York: Viking Press, 1959;
Edition with an introduction by Laura Miller published
2006"--Title page verso.

American Hauntings
A deceased undertaker still carries out his life’s work.
The spirit of a nun comforts mourners. Red carnations
materialize from nowhere . . . Spooky Stories from the
Dismal Trade Alternately hair-raising, creepy, and
touching, Mariah de la Croix’s encounters with the
supernatural during her tenure as a mortician are
both chilling and unforgettable. Restless in Peace
recounts her true experiences working in funeral
homes—and the resident spirits’ frightening, bizarre,
and sometimes amusing behaviors. From the angry
spirit who follows her home after work to the
deceased man who likes to communicate through a
microphone, this book offers a rare glimpse of living
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and working among the spirited dead.

Haunted Plantations of the South
In this book Tiya Miles explores the popular yet
troubling phenomenon of "ghost tours," frequently
promoted and experienced at plantations, urban
manor homes, and cemeteries throughout the South.
As a staple of the tours, guides entertain paying
customers by routinely relying on stories of enslaved
black specters. But who are these ghosts? Examining
popular sites and stories from these tours, Miles
shows that haunted tales routinely appropriate and
skew African American history to produce
representations of slavery for commercial gain. "Dark
tourism" often highlights the most sensationalist and
macabre aspects of slavery, from salacious sexual
ties between white masters and black women slaves
to the physical abuse and torture of black bodies to
the supposedly exotic nature of African spiritual
practices. Because the realities of slavery are largely
absent from these tours, Miles reveals how they
continue to feed problematic "Old South" narratives
and erase the hard truths of the Civil War era. In an
incisive and engaging work, Miles uses these
troubling cases to shine light on how we feel about
the Civil War and race, and how the ghosts of the past
are still with us.

Ghosts Among Us
Step into the mysterious world of haunted
plantations, where you'll meet the restless spirits of
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soldiers, slaves, and owners who roam the antiquated
halls. Presenting majestic homes from seven southern
states, this remarkable guide contains dramatic
history and true stories from the days before and
during the Civil War. Join paranormal expert Richard
Southall on an awe-inspiring journey through each
plantation, exploring grand houses and their ghastly
ghouls. Haunted Plantations of the South presents
fascinating research, in-depth interviews with ghost
hunters, and unforgettable encounters full of
paranormal activity and evidence. Discover the
phantom casket of the Sweetwater Plantation, the
Man in Black who haunts Bellamy Mansion, and many
more compelling ghost stories along the way.

Ghosts of the Civil War
A compelling glimpse into the otherworldly nature of
the spirits--protective forces, phantom pets, departed
loved ones--that occupy Annie Wilder's haunted
Victorian home. Original.

Haunted Route 66
Stare Deep into the Abyssand the Ghosts Stare Back
With its breathtaking views, amazing depths, and
terrifying ghosts, ghouls, and UFOs, the Grand Canyon
is indeed worthy of its title as one of the greatest
natural—and supernatural—wonders in the world. This
incredible book invites you to journey into the
canyon's most haunted locations and explore firsthand accounts of spirits and unexplainable events.
Ghosts of the Grand Canyon is packed with
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extraordinary true tales from people who have
encountered the paranormal in and around this aweinspiring hotspot. Authors Judy and Brian-James
Martinez present the history of these sites, their
significance to locals and tourists alike, and the facts,
legends, and speculations about what caused such
horrific hauntings. Also featuring photos of the
canyon's breathtaking views and spookiest sites, this
book dares you to look deep into the abyss and
discover what lurks there.

House of Spirits and Whispers
"Birmingham is probably the most thoroughly
segregated city in the United States. Its ugly record of
brutality is widely known. Negroes have experienced
grossly unjust treatment in the courts. There have
been more unsolved bombings in Negro homes and
churches in Birmingham than in any other city in the
nation." Martin Luther King, Jr. Letter from a
Birmingham Jail 1963 Anybody who is familiar with
the Civil Rights movement knows that 1964 was a
pivotal year. And in Birmingham, Alabama - perhaps
the epicenter of racial conflict - the Barons amazingly
started their season with an integrated team. Johnny
"Blue Moon" Odom, a talented pitcher and Tommie
Reynolds, an outfielder - both young black ballplayers
with dreams of playing someday in the big leagues,
along with Bert Campaneris, a dark-skinned shortstop
from Cuba, all found themselves in this simmering
cauldron of a minor league town, all playing for
Heywood Sullivan, a white former major leaguer who
grew up just down the road in Dothan, Alabama.
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Colton traces the entire season, writing about the
extraordinary relationships among these players with
Sullivan, and Colton tells their story by capturing the
essence of Birmingham and its citizens during this
tumultuous year. (The infamous Bull Connor, for
example, when not ordering blacks to be blasted by
powerful water hoses, is a fervent follower of the
Barons and served as a long-time broadcaster of their
games.) By all accounts, the racial jeers and taunts
that rained down upon these Birmingham players
were much worse than anything that Jackie Robinson
ever endured. More than a story about baseball, this
is a true accounting of life in a different time and
clearly a different place. Seventeen years after Jackie
Robinson had broken the color line in the major
leagues, Birmingham was exploding in race riots.and
now, they were going to have their very first
integrated sports team. This is a story that has never
been told.

Ghostland
Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are widely
represented throughout modern culture. They can be
found in any number of entertainment, commercial,
and other contexts, but popular media or
commodified representations of ghosts can be quite
different from the beliefs people hold about them,
based on tradition or direct experience. Personal
belief and cultural tradition on the one hand, and
popular and commercial representation on the other,
nevertheless continually feed each other. They
frequently share space in how people think about the
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supernatural. In Haunting Experiences, three wellknown folklorists seek to broaden the discussion of
ghost lore by examining it from a variety of angles in
various modern contexts. Diane E. Goldstein, Sylvia
Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take ghosts
seriously, as they draw on contemporary scholarship
that emphasizes both the basis of belief in experience
(rather than mere fantasy) and the usefulness of
ghost stories. They look closely at the narrative role of
such lore in matters such as socialization and gender.
And they unravel the complex mix of mass media,
commodification, and popular culture that today puts
old spirits into new contexts.

Counting Coup
Frances Kermeen bought the Myrtles Plantation of St
Francisville with the dream of turning the historic site
into a cosy inn. When it turned out to be haunted, she
feared losing customers but interest in the ghosts
meant she gained custom. Here, she tells stories
collected from 150 haunted hotels across America.

Haunted Plantations of the South
From the mediums of Spiritualism's golden age to the
ghost hunters of the modern era, Taylor shines a light
on the phantasms and frauds of the past, the first
researchers who dared to investigate the unknown,
and the stories and events that galvanized the pubic
and created the paranormal field that we know today.

History & Haunting of the Myrtles
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Plantation
This is the firsthand account of what Tony and Debra
Pickman and their newborn son Taylor experienced in
the now notorious Sallie House, from the day they
moved in to the turn-of-the-century haunted house
until they finally fled in terror. The story of the Sallie
House and the fire-starting ghost girl who haunted it
has sparked endless rumors and theories of murder,
cover-ups, racism, and abuse. But the Pickmans know
the real story because they lived it—and barely made
it out alive. Now, for the first time, Tony and Debra
reveal untold stories from their ordeal. They describe
Sallie's seemingly protective fascination with their
baby, and tell what it was like to live with menacing
entities that scratched, bit, and terrorized their family.
Along with historical research, the Pickmans share
personal photographs and journal entries from their
time spent living in the nightmare house that still
haunts them today.

Coast to Coast Ghosts
This flexible resource combines character education
with analogies to powerful stories from nature. The
heart of each of the book’s twenty-five lessons is an
engaging story, written to kids, describing a particular
animal or plant and its distinctive qualities. Busy
classroom teachers will like this book’s accessibility
and flexibility. Kids can read a story individually or in
groups, or follow along as the teacher reads it aloud.
Accompanying each story, teachers will find several
activities—most of them quick, easy, and requiring
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few supplies—that further investigate animals or
plants and the connections between their qualities
and human behaviors. Every lesson examines several
main character traits, providing starting points and
sample questions for discussing and exploring
analogies between events in nature and human acts
of character. Features include a chart crossreferencing lessons to specific character traits and a
list of further resources. Digital content contains all of
the book’s reproducible forms, including a color photo
of each plant and animal, plus a complete bonus
lesson.

Ghost Hunting
Stories of ghosts and strange happenings at these
historic Southern homes—with photos included.
Louisiana plantations evoke images of grandeur and
elegance, but beyond the facade of stately homes are
stories of hope and subjugation, tragedy and
suffering, shame and perseverance and war and
conquest. After sixteen workers axed most of the
Houmas House’s ancient oak trees, referred to as “the
Gentlemen,” eight of the surviving trees eerily twisted
overnight in grief over the losses wrought by a great
Mississippi River flood. An illegal duel to reclaim lost
honor left the grounds of Natchez’s Cherokee
Plantation bloodstained, but the victim’s spirit may
still wander there today. A mutilated slave girl named
Chloe still haunts the halls of the Myrtles Plantation in
St. Francisville. In this book, Cheryl H. White and W.
Ryan Smith reveal the dark history, folklore, and
lasting human cost of Louisiana plantation life.
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Cursed Objects
Ever wonder what happens "behind the scenes" of
paranormal investigations, ghost tours and haunted
overnights? Ever wonder what happens when ghost
hunters visit places that are so haunted that even
they get scared? If so, then delve into the further
adventures, and misadventures, of author Troy Taylor
and the American Ghost Society's Len Adams as they
recount their own personal experiences with ghosts,
hauntings, haunted places, ghost tours and more.
Discover these fascinating, often humorous and
usually chilling first-hand accounts of some of the
most haunted places in America, including the Villisca
Ax Murder House, Eastern State Penitentiary, the
Illinois town of Alton - one of the most haunted small
towns in America, Lemp Mansion, Bell Witch Cave,
Myrtles Plantation, Waverly Hills Sanatorium and
many others! It's another look at the "confessions" of
ghost hunters and the perfect addition to your library!

Southern League
Pittman's research into archives, interviews with the
owners and staff of the Myrtles Plantation, and the
personal accounts of paranormal activity from more
than 100 sources has come together into a
comprehensive book that will both entertain and
mystify.

The History and Haunting of the Myrtles
Plantation, 2nd Edition
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Pack your bags, hop in the car, and head out on a
haunted adventure across legendary ROUTE 66
Embrace the spirit of adventure and freedom with an
exciting journey of spine-tingling paranormal activity
and American history along Route 66. This travel
companion transports you from Chicago, Illinois, to
Santa Monica, California, exploring over one hundred
ghostly hot spots filled with fascinating facts and
lingering spirits. From ghost hunters to avid fans of
the Mother Road, everyone can take their own
haunted road trip on Route 66 with this essential,
easy-to-read guide. Explore the famous highway
through historic locations and gripping ghost stories
about the St. Valentine’s Day massacre in Chicago,
the restless spirit of Charlie Chaplin that still haunts
the Venice Beach Boardwalk in Los Angeles, and
many more. This one-of-a-kind collection, with
chapters organized by state, paves the way for your
grand tour into the unknown.

The Haunting of Hill House
The world’s most famous demonologists, Ed &
Lorraine Warren, were called in to help an average
American family who were assaulted by forces too
awesome, too powerful, too dark, to be stopped. It’s a
true story, supported by dozens of
eyewitnesses—neighbors, priests, police, journalists,
and researchers. The grim slaughterhouse of odors.
The deafening pounding. The hoofed half-man
charging down the hall. The physical attacks, a
vicious strangling, failed exorcisms, the succubus and
the final terror which continued to torment the
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Smurls. In this shocking, terrifying, deeply absorbing
book rivaled only by The Amityville Horror—a case
also investigated by the Warrens—journalist Robert
Curran digs deep into the haunting of the Smurl home
in West Pittston, Pennsylvania, and the unshakeable
family bonds that helped them survive. Don’t miss the
Warrens' blockbuster films The Conjuring and
Annabelle (in theaters October, 2014.)

America's Most Haunted Hotels
Broken clocks tickbeds rise in the airpaintings fly
across the roomlocked doors fling opencrystal
chandeliers shakeheavy footsteps and eerie piano
music sound in the dead of night-and that's just for
starters. Welcome to the Myrtles Long recognized as
America's most haunted house both by
parapsychologists and the media, The Myrtles is a
twenty-eight-room Louisiana bed-and-breakfast once
owned by Frances Kermeen. In this spine-tingling
chronicle, Frances tells the story of how she was
drawn to this former plantation mansion, its bonechilling history, and the incredible encounters of the
ghostly kind she had that forever changed her beliefs
about the supernatural-and just may change yours.
Along with the sometimes terrifying, sometimes
benevolent hauntings, her years at The Myrtles also
brought death threats from the Ku Klux Klan, the
tragic loss of friends, a catastrophic betrayal, and
other personal challenges. They would all converge
with the paranormal phenomena around her into one
cataclysmic event
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The Myrtles Plantation
The Atlantic Paranormal Society, also known as
T.A.P.S., is the brainchild of two plumbers by day,
paranormal investigators by night: Jason Hawes and
Grant Wilson. Their hair-raising investigations, fueled
by their unique abilities and a healthy dose of
scientific method, have made them the subject of a
hit TV show: the SCI FI Channel's Ghost Hunters. Now
their experiences are in print for the first time, as
Jason and Grant recount for us, with the help of
veteran author Michael Jan Friedman, the stories of
some of their most memorable investigations. The
men and women of T.A.P.S. pursue ghosts and other
supernatural phenomena with the most sophisticated
scientific equipment available -- from thermal-imaging
cameras to electromagnetic-field recorders to digital
thermometers -- and the results may surprise you.
Featuring both cases depicted on Ghost Hunters and
earlier T.A.P.S. adventures never told before now, this
funny, fascinating, frightening collection will challenge
everything you thought you knew about the spirit
world.

Restless in Peace
Phantom footsteps pace the stairs at the Myrtles
Plantation. A seductive spirit tugs on the sheets at the
Copper Queen. Ghost children whisper and giggle at
the Kehoe House. Journey into the mysterious world of
haunted hotels, where uninvited guests roam the
halls, supernatural sounds ring throughout the rooms,
and chills run along the spines of those who dare to
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check in for the night. Join Jamie Davis Whitmer,
author of Haunted Asylums, Prisons, and Sanatoriums,
as she explores some of the most haunted hotels
across the United States. From the Jerome Grand
Hotel in Arizona to the Palmer House in Minnesota,
each hotel is discussed in great detail, covering
everything from the building’s history and legends to
first-hand accounts of spooky sounds and smells,
ghost sightings, EVP sessions, and more. You’ll also
find photos, travel information, and everything else
you need to plan your own visit to these iconic hotels.

Haunted America
Do you believe in ghosts? Whether you are a believer
or a skeptic, the stories of the supernatural in Ghosts
Among Us: True Stories of Spirit Encounters will keep
you riveted. Macabre and fascinating, Ghosts Among
Us offers true-life, haunting accounts of eerie
visitations and paranormal experiences along with
artistically shot black-and-white photographs of
haunted sites. The personal, firsthand reports and
chilling, full-length stories are bolstered by sidebars of
actual accounts of "Ghosts in the News." Each chapter
explores mysterious events-events that the reader
will find hard to pass off as mere coincidence. In her
quest to uncover explanations for each incident,
Leslie Rule extensively researched library archives
and interviewed credible witnesses, historians,
renowned psychics, and parapsychologists.
Throughout Ghosts Among Us, Rule's findings are
mesmerizing. She writes about being raised in a
haunted house. "To top that," Rule explains, "[my
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mother] introduced me to a serial killer when I was
fourteen." The reader is invited to skip ahead to learn
about that chilling episodebut the pages prior to that
offer their own gripping, spell-binding encounters.

The Amityville Horror
Once upon a time, my house was haunted. It still is. I
began recording my experiences, hoping to one day
share them. I kept waiting for the incidents to stop, so
I'd have a logical conclusion to my book. So far, that
hasn't happened. It may never happen. I'd like to get
my story told before I become a ghost myself. The
True Story of a Haunting Beginning in 1968 and
spanning four decades, this true story chronicles the
hair-raising experiences that nearly drove an ordinary
housewife and mother to the breaking point. Not
every haunted house is an old Victorian mansion, as
the author and her family discovered when they
bought a modest house in the suburbs. Even a postwar starter home can be a dwelling place for
earthbound spirits—especially if it holds a tragic
secret from the past. Eerie feelings of being watched,
disembodied sobs, mysterious scratches appearing on
her throat, and a child's voice crying, "Mommy!"
convinced M. L. Woelm that she was sharing her
home with ghosts. This is her story.

The Weird House
A fascinating survey of the entire history of tall tales,
folklore, and mythology in the United States from
earliest times to the present, including stories and
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myths from the modern era that have become an
essential part of contemporary popular culture. •
Presents a compelling mix of some 500 entries drawn
from traditional Native American and European
American culture as well as Mexican American,
African American, Chinese American, and other
national traditions • Includes numerous primary
documents that help readers to pinpoint and
understand the origins of different myths and legends
as well as how they evolve over time • Features a
wide variety of entries drawn from newer traditions of
science fiction, urban legends, and conspiracy
theories • Supplies bibliographic references with each
entry that include websites for further reading and
research
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